mean as a super, but just as experience only. 
Resumes should be submitted to:
Angelo Scioscia
c/o Rossmoor Leisure World
Box 2227
Silver Spring, Maryland 20906
Phone: (301) 598-7600

NEWS FROM THE VIRGINIA AREA

Sam Kessel at C.C. of Fairfax has overseeded his tees and fairways. He used a mix of 80% bluegrass and 20% Manhattan ryegrass. It is all up now and looks good. And, as if they don’t need it, they are making plans for a new maintenance building.

Washington Golf and Country now has C-1 and C-19 making up the grass on their new No. 4 green. Lee Dieter sent a truck clear to Detroit to get the stolons but he says it was more than worth the trip from the looks of the green.

Pepco’s peppy Bob Martino was in the hospital with ULCERS, no less! The doc told him he really couldn’t understand why he had ulcers. Couldn’t be the job - of course not!! Glad you’re feeling better, Bob.

Twin Lakes G.C., Fairfax County’s course has had all the aerifying done since the middle of October. Buck Whetsell, the overseer of all the county courses said they all looked good all year but seasonal help was hard to find. Buck also says there will be a bond referendum hearing in November to see about getting funds to build a new 18 hole course near Rose Hill in Alexandria.

And good old vandalized Springfield was robbed of nearly $1500 worth of tools and mechanical equipment. We didn’t have a wrench or a screwdriver to even pry the doors back into place. Naturally, the police have no leads as it’s nearly impossible to find stuff like that, but luckily we have good insurance.

Tom Doerer at Ft. Belvoir G.C. had a good summer except for some traffic injury in July.

Tom missed the last meeting because he was up to his old tricks with the ladies at their annual awards luncheon at the post. Seems Tom had to give a little speech and present the goodies.

And Virgil Robinson at Chantilly National has hit a gold mine! At least we all hope so. Plans there are to pace part if not all the parking lot, and there are definite things in the fire for a new maintenance building. They really need these two things there in the worst way and Virge really has his fingers crossed.
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